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ABOUT HEMN GROUP

Hemn Group (HG) is one of Kurdistan and
Iraq’s most valuable and well-established
corporations. With proven competencies
in property, industrial and infrastructure
projects, the Group focuses on providing
high levels of design, build quality and
timely delivery.
Established in 03-04-1986 by Khalid
Khoshnaw, Hemn Group currently has over
3,100 employees. A pioneering developer
of integrated planned communities, and a
leading player in both public and private
sector works in the Kurdistan Region of
Iraq, the group has enhanced the quality
of life of many people throughout the
territory.
Our plant and equipment business supplies
Hemn Group’s wide range of construction
and infrastructure projects with all
necessary materials.

Our diverse fleet of heavy equipment
includes general earth-moving and
excavation equipment and articulated
dump trucks. Serviced and maintained inhouse, this is one of the most
comprehensive fleets in the Kurdistan
Region.
The Group owns and operates a plant that
manufactures cement, concrete, building
elements and asphalt, as well as
providing comprehensive fuel supply and
fuel management services for the
Group’s construction and infrastructure
projects. Health, safety and the
environment are fundamental elements of
the company’s approach. In recent years
we have developed communities,
established industrial plants, built roads
and highways, and provided
thousands
of
jobs opportunities for
young people.
Hemn Group’s mission is to build the
future of the Kurdistan Region and.....
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Kurdistan region, Iraq
governorates, and regional projects
outside Iraq. We have been on steady
growth for the last 20 years. Bringing new
technologies as part of the group has been a
We have also built a variety of commercial

major contributor to Hemn success.

projects including hotels, ofﬁce buildings,
shopping centers, as well as high end
residential subdivisions in and near Erbil in
secured gated communities. HG also has
vast experience in industrial construction
involving factories with highly technical
production lines for manufacturing of

The factories that are built and operated by

construction material and building

the group are unique and pioneer in

components. We have the “desire and will”,

technology import in the region. Pre-stress

the construction and security experience,

concrete components, rapid building

the professional and technical team, and

components with high energy efﬁciency, K-

the ﬁnancial stability required to engage in

Span system, high quality precision

complex construction of diplomatic missions

controlled concrete and other building

in Erbil and the Region. Originally it started

materials, high strength steel, and various

with general trading and later expanded to

sound and temperature insulation systems

cover industrial and contracting activities.

are some of the group support

Currently, Hemn Group activities cover

capabilities.
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materials, high strength steel, and various
sound and temperature insulation systems

building components

are some of the group support capabilities.

with high energy efﬁciency,

Hemn Group is a trusted name in public and

K-Span system, high quality precision

private sector with proven track of

controlled concrete and other building

completed projects. We have had several

materials, high strength steel, and various

successful subdivisions such as Italian city in

sound and temperature insulation systems

Erbil or Barzan Village covering over 3000

are some of the group support capabilities.

luxury homes. We have also built commercial

Hemn Group is a trusted name in public and

high-rise buildings and hotels in Erbil and

private sector with proven track of

many factories in the region.

completed projects. We have had several

We have also constructed complex military
and security compounds for US Government
in contingency areas under tight security
rules. The factories that are built and
operated by the group are unique and
pioneer in technology import in the region.
Pre-stress concrete components, rapid

successful subdivisions such as Italian city in
Erbil or Barzan Village covering over 3000
luxury homes. We have also built commercial
high-rise buildings and hotels in Erbil and
many factories in the region. We have also
constructed complex military and security
compounds for US Government in
contingency areas under tight security rules.
We have the “desire and will”, the
construction and security experience, the
professional and technical team, and the
ﬁnancial stability required to engage
in complex
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construction of diplomatic missions in Erbil

The factories that are built and operated by

and the Region. Originally it started with

the group are unique and pioneer in

general trading and later expanded to cover

technology import in the region. Pre-stress

industrial and contracting activities.

concrete

Currently, Hemn Group activities cover

components with high energy efﬁciency, K-

Kurdistan region, Iraq governorates, and

Span

regional projects outside Iraq. We have been

controlled concrete and other building

on steady growth for the last 20 years.

materials, high strength steel, and various

Bringing new technologies as part of the

sound and temperature insulation systems.

components,

system,

high

rapid

quality

building

precision

group has been a major contributor to Hemn
success
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OUR EXPERIENCES
High End Residential Experience:
Italian City 1 in Erbil is a 750 home subdivision
It is comprised of high end quality construction homes in a US
style gated sub-division community with play grounds, kinder
school, gym, pool, spa, multi-purpose facilities, welcoming
center, and 24/7 security. The projects was successfully
completed and handed over to residents.

Italian City 2 in Erbil is a 1,800 homes subdivision
It is next to Italian City 1. It followed successful completion of
Italian City 1. It is comprised of high end quality contemporary
home construction in a US style gated sub-division community
with play grounds, kinder school, gym, pool, spa, multi-purpose
facilities, welcoming center, and 24/7 security.

Barzan District Housing is a 500 home subdivision
The project is near Turkish Border. The project re-inhabited ﬁve
villages that were destroyed earlier during conﬂicts. The project
was successfully completed and handed over to residents.
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INTELLIGENCE FACILITY EXPERIENCE
Directorate General of Intelligence and Security compound is in Baghdad across from the Green
Zone. This is the headquarter intelligence facility in Iraq. The contract vehicle was through JCCI
(Joint Contracting Command of Iraq) under US Government funding and supervision. The facility
is a multi-story steel frame and concrete building with special sound and temperature insulation
and K-Span roof construction using high strength steel frame with precision fabrication and
assembly techniques. This is a facility with complex communication, surveillance, and security
features. We built DGIS inside the Iraq intelligence compound under 24/7 monitoring and
protection of Iraqi intelligence and security forces. The logistics of material and personnel was
under full monitoring program. The construction was carried through frequent attacks by
insurgent without stop. It was successfully completed and handed over to JCCI.

Military Experience:
Kirkuk Regional Air Base (KRAB) is located in hostile oil rich area of Kirkuk. A place that has been a
center point of conﬂict between Iraq Central Government, Insurgents, and Kurdish Regional
Government. The contract vehicle was through AFCEE (US Air Force) under US DoD funding and
supervision. We constructed facilities including ﬂight training school, ﬂight simulator buildings,
barracks, admin building, brieﬁng rooms, power plant, concrete ramps and taxiways, and
aircraft hangers. Working in high security and very hostile environment we implemented tough
security screenings for our employees through Kurdish Intelligence as well as high level private
investigation and background checks prior to submission to client.
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We created safe zone construction camp and work area
within the Base. We implemented tough security measures in our logistics
by bringing all trucks and drivers along with material through 48 hours lay down
and search area to ensure safety and prevent noitartlﬁniof bad guys or devices into the
Base. We carried on with construction operation
while the base was under attack. Twice
our camp and construction site was hit by
incoming rockets from outside the Base. In
fact during September and October of
2008 we were under constant attacks.
Practically every night we had incoming
rockets while pouring concrete for the taxiway and ramps. We suffered casualty, but
insurgent attacks did not stop us from completing the construction. It only gave us more
determination to successfully complete the construction and hand over the project to client.
Today we are proud to be part of the driving force that built KRAB.
Al-Assad Air Base is mainly a US Marine Base located near Ramadi. A very hostile area in
Iraq. The contract vehicle was through AFCEE. Once again we implemented tough security
measures for all of our workers and logistical operations. The project was under attack many
times but we successfully completed the construction and handed over the project to client.
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COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE
Italian City Hotel is a 12 story hotel with 133 rooms in Erbil. The hotel was
successfully completed and is in operation.
The Business Center is another 12 story ofﬁce building (200,000 sf) in Erbil which was successfully
completed and is in operation.
The Panorama is a shopping center in Duhok city center . It is a 4 + 2 concrete structure with
parking garage which was successfully completed and is in operation.

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE
(Factories owned and operated by HG)
Pre Stressed Hollow Core Concrete Factory – Two
factories with production lines were built in 2004 near Erbil. Both factories have been operating
successfully producing high standard pre stressed concrete structural components. The plants
occupy 50,000 m2 space. The pre-stress technology was imported from Germany (WIELER). The
plants produces 1,200 m2/day of pre-stressed slab planks. Our expert engineers and technicians
work diligently to ensure high quality of productions.
ESP Building Panels - The factory produces Polystyrene building materials ready rapid system of
(EPS PANEL) for walls, roofs and partitions. It is one of the most advanced and unique factories in
the region. The system and machineries are Italian using advanced technology in accordance
with the European standards. ESP panels offer many advantages including time saving
during construction, low costs, thermal energy efﬁciency, and high
degree of sound insulation.
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Concrete Block Factory
Two large factories produce high strength Rigid and
Isolated concrete block of different sizes. The
production capacities of the factory are 15,000 units
per day. The machines and equipment are
imported from Germany. A ﬁeld lab is on site
controlling the quality of production on every batch.
BRC Mesh Factory
A Hemn factory with production line using high
strength steel to produce various sizes of steel mesh.
The machines and equipment are imported from
Austrian & Italy. Deferent sizes of bars vary from 4.5
mm to 8 mm diameters are used in producing
deferent mesh sizes.
Cement Production Factory
The rehabilitated plant in Sinjar is one of the largest in
the region Capacity 6000 ton/day . The cement
products are sold by our company in agreement with
the Ministry of Industries of Iraq for 25 years. We
employ specialized international consultants to help
us ensure high quality standard in our products.
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Pre-fabricated Structural Concrete
The factory produces various concrete sections for
wall, bridge girders, piles, beams, and other
components. It has the capacity to produce girders
beams up to 25m. The factory form line is the largest in
the country (183 m length) which gives it great
production capacity. The capacity of production is
90 m 3 /hr. The equipment and technology are
imported from Italy.

Ready Concrete Mix Plants
We have four plants producing high quality and
strength ready mix concrete. Two plants operate
at 120 m3/hr and one at 90 m3/hr the third
operated at 120 m3/hr. The plants serve public as
well as Hemn projects. The plants have precision
controlled and monitored concrete mixing
equipment to meet the required speciﬁcations
and mix design of each project and to provide
consistent high quality concrete.
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Crush Plant
We have a fully automated crush plant with 180
m3/hr capacity in Erbil. It is capable of delivering
various size products with wash system. We produce
the raw material for our asphalt and concrete plants.
We also produce our base material for various CBR
requirements.
Asphalt Plant
We have an asphalt plan with 200 ton/hr capacity in
Erbil. All of our asphalt equipment and machineries
come from Germany( AMMANN). We produce our
asphalt with highest Public Works standard for the
Erbil Ring Road.
1. Modern PMB plant (polymer modify bitumen plant for modify bitumen for using in our highway
project construction with capacity of 15 ton/hr.
2. Washing plant machine for washing the aggregate, separate sand, ﬁne aggregate used in
ready mix concrete plant and diverting the coarse aggregate automatically to crusher plant.
The washing system is done using modern system by using water ﬁltration recycling system which
is use the minimum water requirement.
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That system is environment friendly system and economical.
3. The crusher plant consists of 5 line of crushed aggregate production fully automated.
The crusher plant capacity is180 m3/hr. capacity. It is capable of delivering various size crushed
aggregate products used as a raw material for our asphalt and concrete plants and also used in
plant mix factory for produce base coarse material used in highway construction.
4. Emulsify factory for produce emulsion bitumen prime and tack coat.
Cladding Factory
The factory produces Expanded Polystyrene plates &
proﬁles (doors and windows jambs, sills, and ﬂoor level
proﬁles) with very high heat isolation value and
attractive architectural features.

Other Products
We also manufacture other products including
polyethylene water cistern, acid tanks, chemical
tanks, coolers, various types of sponge products and
mattress. We use the highest quality raw materials
imported from United State and Europe to ensure
high quality products.
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Oil Reﬁnery and Storage
The project includes construction of reservoirs for
various oil products with a reﬁnery & storage
capacity is ( 70,000,000 liter).

Heavy Equipment and Machineries:
We have over 100 pieces of HG owned construction equipment including various size
Excavators, Bulldozers, Graders, Compactors, Cranes, and Trucks. We have a service and
maintenance program ensuring safety and performance of our equipment at all times. Our
equipment operators are professionals with experience, safety training, and certiﬁcation. We
can provide a list of equipment per request.
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Contact us

Our main office is in Erbil.
We also have branch offices in
Duhok, Dubai, and Turkey.

Website: www.hemngroup.com

Contact Person: Ahmed M Mustafa

Email: info@hemngroup.com

Address

Address: Iraq - Erbil, 120m St. Italian City2
Building No. 1541 -1542
Site Address: Iraq – Erbil, Ainkawa, 108
District
Tel: +964 750 9883838
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